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1.

Introduction

To appreciate Kant’s philosophy is to appreciate the concept of «a rational cognition from
concepts» 1 . It means to appreciate a conception of philosophy that aims to vindicate those
claims to universal validity we lay by our judgements about the True, the Beautiful, and the
Good. Those of us who appreciate Kantian philosophy are disappointed by all reductionist
strategies where only one ground of justified judgement is acknowledged. In the same way,
we dissociate ourselves from those theories whose conceptual structures are merely selfreferential. What is most important to us gets lost in both cases, that is knowledge of
ourselves and of the world in its whole complexity. However, understanding Kant’s
philosophy itself is not least complicated by the fact that Kant constantly revises it. Although
this revision can usually be described less dramatically as development and unfolding, the
reader is confronted with the problem of how to identify the reasons and circumstances, why
Kant, at a particular moment of his career, surprised his readers with new conceptual
distinctions, strategies and projects.
In past scholarship, these revisions were sometimes explained with Kant’s supposed genius,
claiming that he must have realized himself which aspects of his philosophy cannot stand up
before the court of reason. Although there might be some truth in this, we nowadays cannot
deny the importance external criticism had for Kant. Kant does not take the reasonable critics
to be mere grumbler, but, quite the contrary, he (at least sometimes) takes them seriously as
contributors to the project of the critique of reason. Without their critical objections and
enquiries, Kant wouldn't have seen the occasion to write just those texts we today still have an
occasion to reflect on. 2 Thus, clarifying what kinds of problems Kant’s philosophy was
dealing with requires to take its development into consideration. However, this history of
development does not aim at historicizing the project of “a rational cognition from concepts”.
Quite the contrary. It aims to understand the very systematic core of this project. As readers of
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Kant’s texts, we hope to find those treasures of rationality still buried underneath the layers of
dust a centuries-long and sometimes fatiguing reception of Kant has left.

Exactly this is the reason why I will address today Kant’s claim, often discussed in literature,
that «the 'I think' […] is an empirical proposition» and «contains within itself the proposition
'I exist'». 3 I will discuss this “existential proposition”, as Kant calls it, 4 from the same
perspective Kant himself discussed it in the second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason.
This perspective is that of a subject that refers to itself in the act of thinking in order to
cognize itself. Kant is convinced that self-knowledge [“Selbsterkenntniß”] 5 has to be
conceived as an act of self-determination, that is performed in thinking. What is specific to his
1787 conception is that Kant here seeks to integrate in an interdisciplinary way theoretical and
practical self-knowledge. Kant maintains that we can determine our existence, of which we
are conscious in the act of the “I think”, not only as an object of inner sense as appearance,
but also by means of the “causality through freedom” as an intelligence existing in the
noumenal world. How does Kant explain our determination as noumenal beings from a
practical point of view? In the 1787 edition of the Critique, at the end of the section dedicated
to the “Paralogisms of pure reason”, Kant states that in “certain laws of the pure employment
of reason” we have «the occasion for presupposing ourselves to be legislative fully a priori in
regard to our own existence, and as determining this existence». 6 What has Kant in mind? He
claims that our «consciousness of the moral law […] reveals» to us «an admirable faculty»,
namely our spontaneity. 7 By means of the faculty of spontaneity, Kant argues, we are able to
determine our existence given purely intellectually from a practical point of view on the basis
of those logical functions by which we also determine the objects of the natural world.
Because Kant refers in this passage to the doctrine of the fact of pure practical reason and to
the doctrine of the categories of freedom, explained in the Critique of practical reason that
was published at the end of 1787 8 , the existence proposition ‘I think’ seems to be the hinge
between the two doctrinal parts of Kant’s philosophy, namely between his theoretical and his
practical philosophy. It is as if critical philosophy’s most important strategies converge in the
“I think”.

In what follows, I will examine some of these strategies that constitute a common ground of
Kant’s critical philosophy more closely. I am particularly interested in determining the
relationship between nature and freedom, and especially in the cluster of problems that were
essential to Kant in 1787, not least because they figured into the preparatory work for the
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Critique of the Power of Judgement. 9 What are the consequences for the concept of nature if
the human being acquires self-knowledge as an appearance and, through the spontaneity of
pure practical reason, as a noumenale subject? How is it possible, on the one hand, to
conceive nature according to causal mechanisms, and on the other hand as a place where we
are in a position to do what we morally ought to do, that is to act in accordance with those
ends, through which we realize ourselves in the world as rational beings? To put it differently:
How does Kant incorporate the idea of the purposiveness of nature into his conception of selfknowledge? How can we represent ourselves in a natural world as rational beings that act
according to the law of freedom? If, according to Kant, the categorical imperative requests us
to act according to maxims, that are qualified for universal legislation, this is a precise
expression of the precarious self-relation in question: to will in such a way that we ourselves,
as human beings, act on a law of freedom that necessarily determines our rational willing as
pure intelligible subjects. Only in our willing are we capable of a form of self-determination,
which leads to knowledge of our real nature [Wesenserkenntnis] contrary to knowledge in the
realm of the appearances.

My paper is divided into three sections. First, I will outline the status of practical selfknowledge in the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals and discuss three criticisms put
forward by one of the most important reviewers of Kant's writings, the theologian and pastor
Hermann Andreas Pistorius 10 , to whom Kant reacted both in the second edition of the
Critique of Pure Reason and in the Critique of Practical Reason. Based on the concept of
spontaneity, I will then try to gradually explain the meaning of the existential proposition “I
think”, as far as required for our problem. I will conclude with an objection to Kant’s
understanding of the existential proposition that is based in his very own means: If I do exist
as an intelligent being in the noumenal world, why doesn’t that amount to a proof of my
eternal existence, too?
Before beginning to discuss Kant's conception of practical self-knowledge in the
Groundwork, let me point out what I will not consider in this paper. First, I will not talk about
the analytic and the synthetic model of rational self-knowledge Kant holds during the
1770s. 11 The analytic model he introduces in his anthropology lectures in the winter term
1772/73 for the first time, amount to the claim that we can know ourselves as substances
through the mere analysis of the representation “I”. The synthetic model is familiar from
rational psychology, and Kant refutes it not until the publication of the first Critique.
According to the synthetic model we can cognize ourselves as an immaterial substance or soul
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by applying the syllogistic method to the “I”. Second, I will neither address specific issues
from empirical psychological nor from anthropology, that is those kinds of knowledge that are
in particular subject to the conditions of our receptivity. I will not be concerned with these
specific determinations of our self, but I will rather concentrate on the basic model of
thinking, willing and knowing these determinations are based on, namely Kant’s conception
of the existential proposition “I think”. For this reason, I will thirdly neither address issues of
moral motivation 12 , conscience, moral feelings and character, which are located at the
intersection between intelligible and empirical self-determination.

2. Self-knowledge in the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals
I begin my reflections on Kant's conception of self-knowledge with the section of the
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals entitled “On the extreme boundary of all practical
philosophy” 13 . This section is directly relevant to our problem, because in it Kant determines
the relation between nature and freedom from the perspective of a subject that cognizes itself
as an intelligence and as sensible nature at the same time. Kant first describes the task of
speculative philosophy based on the question of how it is possible that the human being can
act according to the rational idea of freedom, if, at the same time, he must conceive of himself
as a “part of nature”. Speculative philosophy is supposed to show that «we think the human
being in a different sense and relation when we call him free and when we hold him, as a part
of nature, to be subject to its laws, and to show that both not only can very well coexist but
also must be thought as necessarily united in the same subject». 14 To ensure this speculative
philosophy has to resolve the dialectical contradiction it gets caught in when reflecting on
nature and freedom. If the two perspectives were incompatible, also practical reason could not
to be rescued, since practical reason raises the «rightful claim» 15 that it is free and not
subordinate to natural causality. According to Kant, this claim is justified in turn because we
can explain one and the same action «at the same time» 16 through two different types of
causality, thanks to our double citizenship in the intelligible and phenomenal world. Kant
establishes this double citizenship on the basis of our self-consciousness. That the human
being «must represent and think of himself in this twofold way, however, rests as regards the
first on consciousness of himself as an object affected through the senses and, as regards the
second on consciousness of himself as intelligence, that is, as independent of sensible
impressions in the use of reason (hence as belonging to the world of understanding)». 17 As
«intelligence» I think of myself as a «freely operating cause», as the «proper self», and I act
«in accordance with principles of an intelligible world». 18
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My awareness that I exist as an intelligence and as a phaenomenon in the sensible world at the
same time does not in itself imply that I should act according to the moral law. Why ought I to
act «in accordance with principles of an intelligible world», if I could also submit myself to
the laws of the sensible world? Kant answers the question in two steps. In his first step he
refers to the causal relation between the two worlds: «But because the world of understanding
contains the ground of the world of sense and so too of its laws, and is therefore immediately
lawgiving with respect to my will (which belongs wholly to the world of understanding) and
must accordingly also be thought as such, it follows that I shall cognize myself as intelligence,
though on the other side as a being belonging to the world of sense, as nevertheless subject to
the law of the world of understanding, that is, of reason, which contains in the idea of freedom
the law of the world of understanding, and thus cognize myself as subject to the autonomy of
the will; consequently the laws of the world of understanding must be regarded as imperatives
for me, and actions in conformity with these as duties». 19 As intelligence, I am the cause of
the laws of the sensible world. No doubt, Kant here thinks of the form my maxim has when I
determine myself to act out of respect for the moral law. We are the lawgivers of our sensible
nature because and insofar as the form of our maxims is causally grounded in pure practical
reason and its formal constitution. The form of nature is identical with the form of the
supersensible world, and vice versa. If this were different, we would not even presume a will
for ourselves, «which lets nothing be put to his account that belongs merely to its desire and
inclinations». 20 As «rational natural beings» we cognize ourselves as «determinable» by our
reason to actions in the world. 21
Referring to the nature of our “proper self” does not render Kant’s argument complete. In a
second step, he needs to answer the question why I should care about my “proper self” and
the demands of pure practical reason after all? Kant completes his argument rather
surprisingly with the concept of interest. 22 He claims that what «arose from our proper self»
interests us; «but what belongs to mere appearance is necessarily subordinated by reason to
the constitution of the thing in itself». 23 What seems surprising to the modern reader of Kant
is that reason itself does the work of subordinating one world under the other. Reasons
interest expresses what I would like to call the “principle of self-appropriation” of pure
reason. It is based on Kant’s conviction, deeply rooted in Stoic philosophy 24 , that reason itself
demands us to act in nature according to reason’s own law. Formally speaking, there is no
difference between reason and nature when we act according to the principles of reason. Put
differently: We ought to act in such a way that our willing as human beings does not
contradict our necessary willing as pure rational beings. But why does pure reason will this
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way? Why do we, as human beings, take an interest in performing our actions as responsible
authors? Kant maintains that there is no answer to these questions. Rational interest is a
factum brutum of our existence as rational and sensible beings. There is no way to justify it on
non-rational grounds.
Regardless of how we evaluate this conception of a subject that in the consciousness of its
spontaneity and receptivity conceives of himself as free and at the same time determined by
natural causality, this conception has been harshly criticised by Kant's contemporaries. The
probably three most important objections against the theory of the Groundwork that help us
understand the motivation behind Kant’s 1787 position, can be traced back to Pistorius’
writings on Kant:
First: What is the status of «our individual existence» 25 if we know ourselves as an object in
the empirical world only as appearance? In his answer to this question, Pistorius draws a
connection to the problem of idealism: «Now, it is certainly so uncertain and problematic,
whether a subject, whose modifications are our representations and thought, really exists on
his own, as it is uncertain and problematic, whether objects correspond to our external
sensations». 26 According to Pistorius, the Kantian I is “completely empty” and cannot serve
as grounds for any particular conclusion.
Second: If freedom designates our capacity to initiate a state of affairs by ourselves although it
cannot be determined in time, where does the concept of freedom come from? How are
alterations that do not happen in time possible at all? Pistorius writes: «Where does it [that is
the concept of freedom (H.K.)] alone acquire this objective validity from, so that it can be
applied to the rational world, so that what it indicates, namely transcendental freedom, can be
predicated as a property of the things in themselves or of the members of this world,
completely unknown to us?» 27
And, finally, third: If, according to Kant, we cannot cognize the intelligible world as a matter
of principle, how can we then justify that the human being, as rational being, «is a part of the
rational world, a thing in itself?». 28 Pistorius is certain: there is no such justification.
How does Kant react to Pistorius’ objections, according to which he has converted our
empirical existence into mere semblance or illusion [Schein] 29 , has not provided any evidence
for the validity of the concept of freedom and has not demonstrated that we know ourselves as
things in themselves? Kant tries to find a weakness in Pistorius' argumentation of such a kind,
that detecting it adds to the strength of Kant’s own position. And Kant makes a find. Like in
the Prolegomena where he tried to refute Hume with a tu-quoque-argument 30 , he rebuts
Pistorius' objections by refering to assumptions Pistorius himself does not call into question.
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According to Kant, Pistorius is correct: the I is indeed an “empty representation”, but that is
exactly why it can be determined as appearance and as thing in itself at the same time. 31
Pistorius is also correct in that our freedom cannot be proved directly. 32 However, since
Pistorius does not dispute that there are necessarily valid moral obligations, he must also
admit that pure reason is active and lawgiving. Like the understanding affects inner sense and
produces a combination of the given manifold 33 , pure reason affects our free power of choice
in giving the moral law. 34 And if Pistorius admits that pure reason is active in determining our
willing, he must also accept that, from a practical point of view, we can cognize ourselves as
beings that are not subject to the conditions of space and time. Even though Kant does not
mention the name of Pistorius, neither in the first not in the second Critique, he is no doubt
the primary addressee of Kant's explanations concerning the concept of theoretical and
practical self-knowledge.

3. Self-consciousness and self-knowledge in 1787
Let us now examine the existential proposition “I think” more closely. How does Kant arrive
from the act of thinking at the existence of a thinker? First, it has to be remembered that Kant
defines understanding as the faculty of the “spontaneity of concepts”. 35 His project of a
critical foundation and justification of metaphysics as a science would fail without the concept
of the spontaneity of our thinking. For Kant’s main idea that enables him to overcome modern
dogmatism and scepticism at the same time consists in inquiring into the actions of the subject
that render our experience possible. 36 These actions become apparent in the acts of judgement
the understanding performs. If we analyse these acts of judgement we are led to a specific
number of titles and moments expressed in the Table of Judgements in the first Critique. Once
we have identified the logical functions underlying all our judgements, we can ask for the
conditions under which they enable knowledge. These logical functions are objectively valid
only when applied to the manifold of our sensibility. Only then are the logical functions
categories of the unity of our experience, or so Kant argues.
However, if the categories are «valid a priori of all objects of experience», 37 the question of
how this being that judges is constituted becomes more urgent. A being that judges thinks.
And a being that is unable to cognize without thinking is a discursive one. And if the acts of
judgement this discursive being performs are the conditions of the possibility of all cognition,
then this being must be a subject that is also able to judge. Kant names this ability or faculty
spontaneity. Since spontaneity concerns a subject that is self-conscious in the act of judging,
not based on experience, it is the spontaneity of transcendental apperception – transcendental
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apperception, as Kant argues in section 17 of the Critique, that is expressed by the proposition
“I think”. 38
If I perform the act of 'I think', do I then cognize myself as a thinking being? Is consciousness
of spontaneity a kind of self-knowledge? Kant answers these questions in the negative: mere
consciousness of thinking can be described as an “undetermined self-perception” (KrV B 423)
or as a “feeling of one’s own existence” (IV 334n, Prolegomena), but not as a kind of selfknowledge. For referring to myself in mere thinking is circular. It lacks reference to the
counterpart of discursive thinking, that is to intuition, and thus cannot count as cognition. If I
refer to myself in mere thinking, I always apply the logical functions of this thinking, without
being able to know anything beyond them.
The transition from self-consciousness to self-knowledge cannot be achieved by logical
means alone. It cannot be achieved by claiming that we have an intellectual intuition of
ourselves, too. If there were such an intuition, our cognition would not be discursive. If we do
not have an intellectual intuition and if the logical functions of thinking as such are not the
grounds of self-knowledge, then there must be a third route leading from thinking to selfknowledge. According to Kant, we take this third route if we take the conditions under which
we perform the “I think” into consideration. If, in accordance with section 16 of the Critique
of Pure Reason, , «the I think must be able to accompany all my representations», 39 in order
for these representations to be my representations, this, therefore, also entails that I would be
unable to perform this act, if there was no given for this act of thinking. With no
representations given to me I am not only ‘worldless’, but also, I cannot «become conscious
of my existence outside experience and of its empirical conditions». Thus, without given
representations, I exist no longer. 40
It follows that the Cartesian “I think, therefore I am” is not an incomplete syllogism but rather
has to be understood as an act of self-perception, as an «indeterminate empirical intuition, that
is a perception». 41 Since perceptions are given to us only insofar as we are affected by things
in space and time, the judgement of cognition is halfway in between receptivity and
constitution. The act of representing nature is, at the same time, an act of constituting this
nature. According to Kant, Descartes' strategy turns out to be mistaken, because it is based on
the certainty of our own existence and presupposes this certainty in order to infer the
existence of an external world. But neither do I infer my existence from thinking nor could I
become conscious of it if there were no external world, warranted by my receptivity.
Something must be given to me, regardless of how this might be done in particular. As Kant
argues in the Paralogism chapter, «An indeterminate perception here signifies only something
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real, which was given, and indeed only to thinking in general, thus not as appearance, and also
not as a thing in itself (a noumenon), but rather as something that in fact exists and is
indicated as an existing thing in the proposition “I think”». 42 Since “something real” has to be
given to me, in order for me to be able to consider myself as existing, this existence of the
thinking subject, which has still not been determined by the categories, is merely an existence
based on the given representations. In the narrow sense of the word, neither I exist nor the
sensation in itself. 'I' and 'sensation' rather represent two different sides of one and the same
consciousness of the I.
With the doctrine of an existence present in thinking yet undetermined, Kant accounts for,
first, the fact that what is active cannot be nothing, without, second, having to revise his
opinion according to which performing acts of thinking and judgement have to be
distinguished from synthetic propositions on the nature of our thinking self. Similar to
Christian August Crusius before him, who speaks of a «mere being in thought» and of an
«intellectual being” (“inesse intellectui» 43 ), Kant with his “existential proposition” points to
the possibility to assume different perspectives of epistemic self-determination concerning
one and the same subject. Third, Kant clearly states that the existential proposition “I think”
not only warrants one’s own existence but also the existence of external objects. Contrary to
Descartes, if we perform the act of “I think” (KrV B274), we cannot deny that there is an
external world, because one without the other is meaningless. In the “Refutation of Idealism”
of 1787 Kant's puts this thesis as follows: «The mere, but empirically determined,
consciousness of my own existence proves the existence of objects in space outside me». 44
Thus, I am conscious of my receptivity and my spontaneity at the same time in my selfconsciousness in the act of “I think”. I am conscious of having been affected by
representations, without which I could not think. However, I am also conscious that I am
more than the sum of these representations. I am conscious of connecting these
representations with the logical functions that depend on the spontaneity of my thinking. The
spontaneity of transcendental apperception is not itself nature just because it is a faculty that
renders nature possible. The condition of the possibility of nature cannot depend on the laws
of nature.

Practical Self-Knowledge
But how do we arrive at self-knowledge based on self-perception? How can we succeed in
cognizing ourselves as an object with the categories? In order to attain self-knowledge, the
logical functions of judgement have to be applied to intuitions. However, since I can intuit
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myself only as an object of inner sense, I can cognize myself only as appearance. We do not
have to deal with the modalities of our empirical self-knowledge in more detail here. Practical
self-determination Kant addresses as a crucial issue at the end of the revised section on the
paralogisms of pure reason, as mentioned above, is much more illuminating regarding the
question of the relation between freedom and nature. The complete quotation reads as
follows: «Should it be granted that we may in due course discover, not in experience but in
certain laws of the pure employment of reason – laws which are not merely logical rules, but
which while holding a priori also concern our existence – ground for regarding ourselves as
legislating completely a priori in regard to our own existence, and as determining this
existence, there would thereby be revealed a spontaneity through which our reality would be
determinable, independently of the conditions of empirical intition. And here we would
become aware that in the consciousness of our existence something is contained a priori that
can serve to determine our existence, which is thoroughly determinable only sensibly, in
regard to a certain inner faculty in relation to an intelligible world (obviously one only
thought of)». 45 What is this mentioned “ground for regarding ourselves as legislating
completely a priori in regard to our own existence”? That I can indeed determine my
existence intellectually is, Kant argues, «revealed» to me by «the consciousness of the moral
law». 46
According to this passage, our consciousness of the moral law implies a spontaneity of our
reason that should acquire objective reality in this world – a reality it also would acquire if
that was what we wanted. 47 Invoking this kind of consciousness, Kant claims to have
removed Pistorius’ central objections. With the notion of a consciousness of the moral law we
have, first, found the origin of the concept of freedom and second, it is freedom what secures
that we exist in the rational world, whose causality is the one of freedom. As Kant puts it in
the second Critique: “The concept of freedom alone allows us to find the unconditioned and
intelligible for the conditioned and sensible without going outside ourselves. For, it is our
reason itself which by means of the supreme and unconditional practical law cognizes itself
and the being that is conscious of this law (our own person) as belonging to the pure world of
understanding and even determines the way in which, as such, it can be active.” 48
At this point, Kant again faces the problem of the Groundwork, that is how to explain how
both perspectives can be unified in “the same subject”. How can I cognize myself as pure
intelligence, if I continue to be a “part of nature” as well? According to Kant’s position of
1787, the key to solving this problem lies in the concept of the logical functions of judgement.
These functions are the feature both intelligible and empirical self-determination have in
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common. The logical functions of judgement are forms of thought of sensible as well as of
supersensible nature. They differentiate into categories of nature and categories of freedom
not until we use them to determine that kind of existence that is given to us in mere thought.
Therefore, the very logical functions by which I determine objects of experience may be used
to determine the way in which I apply my “free power of choice” (“freie Willkür”, V 65).
Depending on whether I describe my action from the perspective of the «categories of
nature» 49 or from the perspective of the categories of freedom, this very action is subject to
the causality of sensible or of supersensible nature. The point of this is that I am entitled to
judge one and the same action “at the same time” from both these perspectives. 50
«Meanwhile, I would still be warranted in applying these concepts [that is, the categories
(H.K.)] in regard to their practical use, which is always directed to objects of experience,
according to their analogical significance in their theoretical use, to freedom and the free
subject, since by them I understand merely the logical functions of subject and predicate,
ground and consequence, in accordance with which actions or effects are determined in
conformity to those laws of nature and the categories of substance and cause, although they
arise from a wholly different principle». 51
This quotation from the paralogism chapter makes it obvious why Kant, in the annotation to
section 6 of the Critique of Practical Reason, argues that we «become immediately conscious
[of the moral law] (as soon as we draw up maxims of the will for ourselves)». 52 We become
aware of the moral law when we develop maxims, because then, we become aware that we
are able to examine whether these maxims qualify for the form of pure practical reason. With
this concept of maxims that mediates between the intelligible and the phenomenal world,
Kant has found the object the categories of freedom are applied to. Their application
presupposes that we developed maxims based on inclinations – with the consequence, by the
way, that a person who is neither able nor willing to develop maxims cannot act out of respect
for the moral law as well. For Kant, the decision to act according to maxims is not a trivial
one. In any case, maxims are the objects to which the categories of freedom are applied. We
can conceive of maxims as a product of our natural history and as an object of cognition of
the categories of nature. But at the same time, we can conceive of them and of the resulting
actions as caused by freedom. If we develop maxims we are aware that they could have a
form as required by the moral law. This is why the formula of the law of nature is so
important, in Kant’s opinion: the form of the causality of nature and the form of freedom are
identical as far as the features of necessity and strict universality are concerned. This is also
why Kant introduces a terminological distinction between sensible nature and supersensible
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nature in 1787. Their forms are identical as regards our rational volition. The moral law «is to
furnish the sensible world, as a sensible nature (in what concerns rational beings), with the
form of a world of the understanding, that is, of a supersensible nature, though without
infringing upon the mechanism of the former». 53
Based on Kant's understanding of our logical functions of judgement, this claim is not
surprising: if both the categories of nature and those of freedom result from applying the
logical functions to the manifold of sensibility or of the “free power of choice”, we are here
concerned with the very same forms of thinking. Thus if we succeed in identifying a way how
self-determination of our existence proceeds that is only based on thinking and does not
depend on intuition, we then can cognize ourselves as things in themselves. Exactly this is the
case with the determination of our “free power of choice” by pure practical reason. 54
In one passage of his Critique of Practical Reason Kant explains the common ground of the
legislations of understanding and reason by calling pure understanding reason precisely when
understanding is used to determine our will: «Besides the relation in which the understanding
stands to object (in theoretical cognition) it has also a relation to the faculty of desire, which is
therefore called the will and is called the pure will insofar as the pure understanding (which in
this case is called reason) is practical through the mere representation of a law». 55 Just as
there are not two kinds of logical functions of judgement, we cannot distinguish between two
different kinds of spontaneity. 56 Rather, the spontaneity of pure understanding differentiates
according to its actual application into a spontaneity of the understanding as the ground of
sensible nature and a spontaneity of reason as the ground of supersensible nature. Hence the
problem of the Groundwork, that is how nature and freedom can be conceived of as unified in
one subject, seems to have been resolved. We conceive of nature and freedom as unified in
one subject since there is just one spontaneity and one type of logical functions of judgement.
We apply them (under different conditions) in order to determine the one existence we are
conscious of in the act of thinking with intent to cognize ourselves as things in themselves and
as appearances. We are entitled to attribute an objective meaning to the categories of freedom
because the moral law takes the place of intuition that provides an objective meaning to the
categories of nature. Its reality is immediately present to us in consciousness. 57

The duration of my existence
We could conclude our discussion of the existential proposition 'I think' at this point if not one
pressing issue would remain: if the consciousness of my existence presupposes an act of
thinking but I cannot perform it because there is nothing given to me anymore about which I
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could think, doesn’t this amount to me ceasing to exist? As expected, Kant answers this
question from two different perspectives: by the means of pure thinking we indeed can only
establish «our existence in life». 58 However, this result does not oblige pure practical reason.
According to Kant, pure practical reason «determines our behaviour, as if our vocation
extended infinitely far above experience, and hence above this life». 59 How does pure
practical reason do this? Our image of a twofold cognitive perspective on our self, divided
into nature and freedom, would be considerably enriched if nature could be conceived as a
whole that is organised according to purposes. This is precisely the step Kant takes in the
paralogism chapter of 1787, with the intention to provide a proof of the immortality of the
soul sufficient in a practical respect and beyond the doctrine of postulates. 60 Kant's argument
proceeds as follows: reason assumes it as a necessary principle that we do not find anything in
living creatures that is without a purpose. In an organism, everything answers a purpose and
has «its function [Bestimmung] in life». 61 If we apply this principle to the human being, it
follows that we do not find anything in it that does not have a determinate purpose. But what
is the purpose of «the moral law in him»? 62 Because we feel called upon by the moral law to
perform actions that can appear to lack meaning and use from the perspective of this life, the
moral law has a purpose that points beyond this life. The consciousness of the moral law
includes that we strive to become «citizens» 63 of a better world. Because the moral law can
command actions that have no use, our existence outlives our earthly death. Pure reason
«justifies» our «extending [...] our whole existence beyond the bounds of experience and
life». 64 According to the Critique of the Power of Judgement, the very same reason directs the
reflective power of judgement to judge those forms in nature as existing necessarily that seem
to be accidental from the perspective of the understanding. Now, this very reason allows us to
determine ourselves as final purposes [Endzwecke] of a sensible nature that finds its own
determination in a supersensible nature.
How to assess this argument? While Kant is usually criticised for having claimed too much
and demonstrated too little, I would like to consider an argument against his interpretation of
the existential proposition “I think”. This argument is based on the contrary premise: Kant has
not claimed enough because he in fact seems to have demonstrated more. What is my point
here? If, according to Kant, I am entitled, based on my awareness of the moral law, to apply
the categories of freedom to determine my “free power of choice”, then it is practically
speaking certain that I exist as an intelligible being, capable of rational self-determination. I
have cognized myself as a being existing outside of time and space, that is as a being that
cannot cease to exist. If this were true, Kant's immortality argument that is based on a
13

purposive order of nature, is dispensable. Kant could have offered a direct proof from pure
practical reason of the continuation of our existence.
At first sight it seems puzzling why he refrained from presenting this proof. However, the
following consideration may point to a plausible explanation for this: Whereas rational
psychology sought to establish a proof of the immortality of the soul, in terms of Cartesian
substance metaphysics, as a proof of pure speculative reason, Kant build his immortality
argument on pure practical reason. Yet if pure practical reason only demonstrated the
continuation of our intelligible existence, this would be way too little for the purposes of
moral philosophy. Kant's immortality proof from pure practical reason does not aim at
proving the existence of a pure soul substance. Kant demands a proof that demonstrates the
continuation of our rational and non-rational nature 65 . This should be a mode of existence that
allows us to accomplish our moral striving and hoping. As Kant puts it in the second Critique,
“an infinite progressus” (V 122) of our moral striving must be possible. But without desires,
there is no moral striving. Exactly for this reason our continuation must be based on
arguments that can establish a continuation of our whole existence but not a liberation of our
self from our sensible existence. Moral progress must also be possible after our live on earth
has come to an end. The concept of life is the crucial one here. It warrants that our striving
does not end with death. Since the concept of life, according to Kant, can be explained only
by the concept of purposiveness, the proof of our continuation must proceed from the same
perspective from which alone we can understand the concept of life. This perspective is that
of a world that is consistently organized in a purposive way.
Kant's seemingly paradoxical conception of our existence beyond time is clearly explained in
his Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason, too. Applying the terminology of his
political philosophy 66 , Kant here intends to show that we are obliged to enter a community of
virtue under the reign of God. Only under his reign we can hope to overcome the radical evil
in us and to enter into the status civilis of our moral existence. If our moral striving is not
concluded with our earthly life, the a-temporal existence directly inferred from the existential
proposition “I think” is insufficient. If we determine ourselves to act as moral subjects, we
require a conception of self-existence where our reference to nature is never completely
abandoned. If we became pure rational beings with our death, we would necessarily act
according to the moral law. We would at once fall into the world of Platonic-Plotinic spiritual
beings that is void of needs – an idea Kant would obviously not endorse. Death has no place
within the language of pure practical reason.
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It might be somewhat significant that in his review of Kant's Critique of Practical Reason,
Pistorius reveals his dissatisfaction with Kant's conception of the thinking I not least because
the notion of an intelligible and not temporally determinable existence did not convince him.
According to Pistorius, the human being will never be able to exist as a pure intelligence as
long as he continues to strive morally, precisely because our striving always occurs in time,
but time is an attribute of the world of appearance only. «If advancing from one state to the
other can never be thought without the concept of time, and the concept of time belongs only
to the world of senses and appearances, the moral human being, insofar as he ought to remain
a moral being, never becomes a pure intelligence or gets away from the world of appearance.
It follows that he also can never possess any transcendental freedom, no matter if we conceive
of it negatively or positively, that is, he never truely reaches it, even though he can come
closer to it in an indeterminate way». 67
We do not know whether Kant read this review that did not appear until 1794. However, in
his essay The End of All Things, published in the same year, Kant engages in reflections that
could be read as a reply to Pistorius. Kant states that, even though time is not an attribute of
things in themselves, applying our pure practical reason implies an understanding of the
noumenal world where modifications are possible. For we, as members of this world, «must
take our maxims as if in all alterations from good to better going into infinity our moral
condition regarding its disposition (the homo Noumenon, “whose change takes place in
heaven”) were not subject to any temporal change at all». 68 If our moral disposition that
belongs to the intelligible world (already in this life) were not susceptible to change, we
would have to abandon all hope of attaining our moral «final end». 69 Yet how this timeless
change is possible, necessarily remains incomprehensible, according to Kant. Kant could also
have argued that we, as good philosophers, should not pretend to be able to solve the
insoluble. As philosophers, we should not be “adventurers of spirit” (to use a phrase by Georg
Simmel) 70 but rather critics of reason. But as critics of reason we know, as Kant states in the
essay On the End of All Things, that «we will inevitably entangle ourselves in contradictions
as soon as we try to take a single step beyond the sensible world into the intelligible». 71
According to Kant, if we attempt to explain everything we will end up empty-handed because
we will have deprived ourselves of the only means by which we can explain why we cannot
solve some of our philosophical problems. This means is at the heard of transcendental
idealism. It is the method of criticising reason.
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